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ABSTRACT 
 

Social movements are not created in a vacuum.  The nature of the political 

system in which social movements operate influences the strategies chosen by 

leaders.  The question becomes why do some leaders chose to remain peaceful, 

working through the existing political structure and why do some choose to become 

violent?  Political systems that have an independent judiciary, numerous electable 

ideologies and a federal system of government leaders of social movements are 

encouraged to work through the system to accomplish their goals.  In systems that do 

not have these characteristics, social movements must work outside the system, often 

times aiming to destroy the existing political system in the process.  For them, 

achieving their goals is not possible in the current environment.  This study is a closer 

examination of those dimensions of the hypothesis through a case study of the 

African-American Civil Rights movement in the United States and the Catholic Civil 

Rights movement in Northern Ireland. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 

 Social movement theory provides a rich, complex view of how individuals in 

a society come together to agitate for change.  A social movement is action composed 

of “collective challenges by people with common purposes and solidarity in sustained 

interactions with opponents and authorities (Tarrow 1994, 3).”  These theories 

describe how individuals gather momentum, how organizations form, how they 

decide on directions, strategies and ideologies.  Some theories emphasize culture, 

while some emphasize resources.  The common thread that runs through all social 

movement theory is that they all attempt to explain group action. 

 Social scientists have classically looked at social movements as groups 

composed of “irrational” individuals (McAdam 1992, 1) in response to Mancur 

Olson’s study of collective action.  The field has shifted in recent years to focus on 

mass behavior, but still neglects the interactions between social movements and the 

political and cultural institutions they purport to change.  Political scientists have not 

fared much better.  Most of their discussion has looked exclusively at power through 

established institutional structures.  Groups that operate outside the established 

channels, such as social movements, have been marginalized.  The “political 

opportunity structures” model of social movements is an attempt to combine the most 

useful aspects of theories developed by sociologists and political scientists. 

 Resource mobilization theory is within the same vein as the “political 

opportunity structures” model.  It attempts to explain the actions of social movements 

through the rational choices of their leaders.  These leaders possess finite resources 

and therefore choose strategies aimed at best exploiting the limited opportunities they 
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have (Schrager 1985, 858).  To them, a social movement is a rational strategy of 

pursuing goals through collective action.  Most of the research with regards to this 

model focuses on the internal dynamics of social movements, i.e. the recruitment 

structure, the internal decision making structure, the selection of strategy (Rose 1997, 

461).  Research mobilization theory tends to assume the institutional nature of 

constraints that social movements face.  The “political opportunity structures” model 

as introduced by Kitschlet (1986) uses these constraints to explain the strategies 

chosen by social movements. 

 The classic model of social movements attempts to explain the process 

through the “strains and deprivations” in society (Pinard 1969, 358).  The “strain” on 

society then has a disruptive effect and leads to an aggregate threshold of “equally 

disturbed states of mind.”  This threshold is necessary for the mobilization of a social 

movement (see figure 1, McAdam 1992, 7). 

Structural Strain → Disruptive psychological state → Social Movement 
Figure 1 

 
The existence of strains and relative deprivation is however, “a necessary, but not 

sufficient condition of social protest” (Kerbo 1982, 648).  The classical model 

possesses an insensitivity to the variations present in social movements.  Differences 

in opportunity are not random occurrences, they are structurally shaped.  Many 

scholars, including Kitschelt (1986) and Kerbo (1982), have noted that “strains and 

deprivations” do not in and of themselves explain differences in the courses of action 

chosen by social movement elites.   

 Social movements are not created in a vacuum.  The environment in which 

they exist influences everything from the way they’re formed, to strategies 
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undertaken, to what is considered a success.  The leaders of these groups make 

choices about the developmental path their movements will take.  These decisions are 

based on the rational calculation of which strategies are most likely to lead to success.  

Social movements are not monolithic.  Within the movement there are different 

groups competing for attention, resources and members.  Leaders pick strategies that 

will make their group the most successful, however success is defined.  They are 

entrepreneurs trying to maximize their return (Bianco 1990, 137).  If leaders feel they 

can work through the existing political structure then they will pursue a strategy of 

conciliation and assimilation.  If the existing system does not provide a way for them 

to maintain their leadership or keep the group going, leaders may adopt a strategy of 

working outside the system and try to structurally reform or destroy the system itself. 

 This paper starts with an examination of the role of leadership in solving the 

collective action problem.  I then introduce my hypothesis, that an independent 

judiciary, numerous electable ideologies, and a federal system of government create 

conditions which encourage leaders of social movements to pursue strategies of 

assimilation.  An examination of the “political opportunity structure” model follows.  

I then introduce my case studies, the African-American Civil Rights Movement in the 

United States and the Catholic Civil Rights Movement in Northern Ireland, and 

discuss why they were chosen.  A brief history of each movement is given.  I then 

look at the role that an independent judiciary plays in influencing social movement 

strategy and look at this role in both the United States and Northern Ireland.  An 

examination of how the number of electable ideologies and a federal system of 

government influences the strategies of social movement leaders follows.  Each of 
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these explanations is applied to a case study of the African-American and Catholic 

Civil Rights Movements. The paper ends with a conclusion about the strategy of 

social movement leaders in democracies and introduces further areas of study. 

 The Catholic and the African-American Civil Rights Movements were chosen 

because they were similar movements with similar goals.  They took place at roughly 

the same time in history.  Additionally, at the time the Civil Rights Movements were 

taking place, both the United States and Northern Ireland were democracies.  That 

they chose different paths, violence in Northern Ireland and non-violent resistance in 

the U.S., despite both being democracies, cries out for explanation. 

LEADERSHIP AND THE COLLECTIVE ACTION PROBLEM

Leaders of social movements are either the most morally committed members of 

the group or risk-taking entrepreneurs who will profit from the success of the 

movement (Chong 1991, 140).  Political entrepreneurs are those individuals who are 

willing to “pay the costs of soliciting and coordinating contributions in exchange for 

individual benefits such as power, prestige, or a share of the profits (Chong 1991, 

122).”  A leadership position in a social movement requires not only the willingness 

to take risks, but also the credentials and social standing to make the risk-taking 

viable.  Potential activists will sit out and assess the prospect of success for collective 

action.  They will only decide to join when they feel that enough other people will 

join the movement to make it viable.  The problem for organizing social movements 

is when too many people think this.  Everyone is waiting for everyone else to join up 

(Heckathorn 1996, 259).  In this situation it is the leader’s job to help the group 

overcome this hesitation or tipping point.  There is a heavy start-up cost to be paid by 
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leaders to transform the collective action dilemma into an “assurance game1 (Oliver 

1985, 535).” 

The problem of organizing public-spirited collective action requires overcoming 

the “free-rider problem” or the prisoner’s dilemma.  With regards to the civil rights 

movement in both the United States and Northern Ireland, how do you convince 

people to get beat-up?  One way is to think about collective action as an “assurance 

game.”  In the “assurance game” model, it is in the interest of participants to work 

together (unlike in the “prisoner’s dilemma” model), however this is only the case if 

the participants can be assured that they “share a common understanding of their 

predicament (Chong 1991, 104).”  To get to this common understanding and 

overcome the “free-rider problem” of collective action two conditions must exist: 

1. Success must be likely. 

2. There must be enough people (v-1)2 to succeed. 

When the prospect of achieving the goals of the social movement is low, the 

threshold (v-1) for people to participate is high (Heckathorn 1996, 259).  There are 

certain strategies that leaders of social movements can pursue to create these 

conditions.  The first is to lower the barrier to entry.  This can occur by making 

participation in collective action as easy as possible and facilitating communication 

between individuals so that they may be sure that others will also participate (Kollock 

1998, 194).  Additionally leaders can increase the selective benefits of participating.  
                                                 
1 In the assurance game if “everyone else cooperates, then one has an incentive to cooperate as well.”  
While in the prisoner’s dilemma, individuals are better off defecting when everyone else cooperates.  
The incentives that exist in the prisoner’s dilemma encourage participants to double-cross each other.  
In the assurance game the best case scenario for any individual can only be achieved when everyone 
cooperates.  The difference between the two games is that it is tough to achieve mutual cooperation in 
the prisoner’s dilemma; while in the assurance game communication and coordination can assure 
mutual cooperation (Chong 1991, 104).  
2 v is the number of people necessary for collective action to succeed. 
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They can increase the social pressure on bystanders to participant.  And finally, 

leaders can make sure the prospect and path to success are clear.  In the case of the 

civil rights movement these strategies were accomplished by organizing collective 

action through existing groups (Oliver 1985, 542), mostly churches and religious 

groups in both Northern Ireland and the United States.  Communication was easier, 

the knowledge that others would actually participate was more secure, and the costs 

to reputation for those not willing to participate were higher. 

 The more credible a leader is, “we will achieve our goal by taking action x,” 

and then that goal is achieved by taking action x, the more effective the leader is in 

persuading potential members to join.  This makes the selection of a successful 

strategy extremely important.  If leaders are preaching a strategy that does not 

produce results, the leader will soon go out of business.  On the other hand, publicity 

about early successes will attract more members (Taylor 1986, 161). More members 

will join, in turn meaning that the threshold for joining (v-1) will be reached for more 

people considering joining the social movement.  Another way leaders can attract 

participants to their social movement is by lowering the cost to entrance (Knoke 

1988, 313).  Due to the potential costs (to both life and property) associated with a 

violent strategy, non-violent social movements have an easier time overcoming the 

tipping point associated with the “assurance game” and “free-rider” dilemma 

“because of the lower risk (Chong 1991, 32).”  In the United States leaders of the 

Civil Rights Movement such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Thurgood Marshall of the 

NAACP had already gained a foothold within the existing political system through 

the courts with Brown v. Board of Education and with the electorate through northern 
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whites.  They had achieved these gains in an open system because of judicial review 

(court ordered desegregation), a dominant national government (the integration of 

Little Rock High and the integration of the Army), and by electing government 

officials friendly to their cause (the 1960 presidential election).  These initial gains 

made it essential that the leaders were able to maintain the non-violent nature of their 

movements if they did not want to lose their hard-won allies.  If a violent strategy had 

won out, the leaders who had previously advocated a non-violent strategy would have 

suffered massive reputational and power costs (Chong 1991, 48).  These leaders had 

an intense interest in maintaining a non-violent strategy so that they could preserve 

their positions as leaders. 

 Mancur Olson has argued that the moral and reputational incentives offered to 

activists have no bearing on their participation in social movements, “it is not possible 

to definitely say whether or not a given individual acted for moral reasons or for other 

reasons in some particular case (Oslon 1971, 61).” Individuals must be 

motivated/enticed by private selective incentives in order to participate in social 

movements or else they “free-ride” (Olson 1971, 51).  This explanation is faulty 

however because it assumes that the rational individual participating in collective 

action is only interested in his own personal interests (Olson 1971, 7).  This confuses 

economic and political behavior.  In the economic marketplace individuals will 

cooperate with whoever will give them the highest possible return (Chong 1991, 33).  

Participants in social movements however will not indiscriminately support whatever 

moment will benefit them the most personally.  Most likely one condition of joining a 

social movement is the fact that one’s personal goals are aligned with the goals of the 
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movement he or she is joining.  The calculations made by individuals for economic 

and political concerns are different, “whether [or not] one’s taste for chocolate affects 

one’s propensity to take a job in a chocolate factory, surely one’s taste for civil rights 

affects one’s propensity to join in a civil rights movement (Fireman 1979, 14).”  In 

order to pass the tipping point in the “assurance game,” leaders must convince 

individuals that the goals and strategies of the social movement are similar to their 

individual goals. 

The more success a social movement has, the more it raises the reputational 

costs for not being a part of the movement.  This will encourage other leaders to 

participate who are worried about saving face (Knoke 1988, 313).  Charismatic 

leaders are helpful to this endeavor, not because they are charismatic however.  They 

are helpful because they can easier/better convince potential members of the prospect 

for success (Chong 1991, 122). 

 Leaders are essential to any social movement because they bear the majority 

of the initial costs of overcoming the “free-rider” problem.  They provide leadership 

when costs of participation are high and constitute a “critical mass” within the social 

movement.  Such individuals, people willing to risk the most and support the 

movement when its success is least likely, are rare but necessary for social movement 

success.  Their rarity may explain why social movements are so often unsuccessful. 

The existence of relatively few of these individuals, the leaders of movements, makes 

choosing the correct strategies that much more significant in convincing others that 

the potential for success exists and then spurring them to join. 
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HYPOTHESES 

 Social movements exist in the context of the political system that 

encompasses them.  The strategies chosen by the leaders of the groups are picked in 

response to numerous factors, including the nature of the political system of the 

country in which the social movement is forming.  In states with an independent 

judiciary, numerous electable ideologies, and a federalist system the leaders of social 

movements will be more likely to choose strategies that attempt to work within the 

existing political system.  If a social movement forms in a state without an 

independent judiciary, only one electable ideology, and political power is 

concentrated in the hands of a few, the leaders of social movements are more likely to 

choose strategies that work outside the existing political structure.  This type of 

political system encourages leaders to pursue a strategy of confrontation. 

 The African-American Civil Rights Movement in the United States was taking 

place in a political system where the courts had the power of judicial review, a 

supreme national government could overrule discriminatory decisions of state and 

local governments, and candidates favorable to their cause could be elected to public 

office.  Because of these characteristics, the leaders of the most popular and 

successful social movements pursued strategies of assimilation and worked through 

the existing system to achieve their goals.  The Catholic Civil Rights movement in 

Northern Ireland was taking place in a political system where the courts did not have 

the power of judicial review, the national government based in London was not 

supreme in most policy areas, and candidates favorable to their cause could not win 

elections.  Due to these characteristics, the leaders of the most popular and successful 
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social movements pursued strategies of confrontation to achieve their goals and used 

violence to try to destroy the existing political system. 

POLITICAL OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE 
 

 Not all social movements are created in the same environment.  Differences in 

the availability of resources, historical records and institutional arrangements create 

situations which influence the actions and choices of their leaders.  Sometimes these 

characteristics constrain action and sometimes they incite action.  Harold Kitschelt 

defined these characteristics in his 1986 study of the anti-nuclear movement as 

“political opportunity structures” (Kitschelt 1986, 62).  “Political opportunity 

structure” can be defined in numerous ways.  However, the general consensus within 

the discipline has consolidated around the four dimensions defined by Douglas 

McAdams, a key scholar of the movement (McAdam 1996, 26): 

1. The closed or open nature of the institutional political system. 
2. The stability or lack thereof in the elite coalitions which typically run the 

political system. 
3. The presence or absence of social movement allies amongst the governing 

elites. 
4. The state’s ability and inclination for repression. 

 
The risks associated with collective action by social movements are not 

completely politically determined, however.  Historical experiences and cultural 

myths may produce different results from the same action.  “Political opportunity 

structures” force leaders of social movements to choose from options available to 

them that are likely to result in success (Koopmans 1999, 97).  Charles Tilly (1978), 

Sidney Tarrow (1994), and McAdams (1996) all wrote about how the choices 

available to leaders of social movements are influenced by the motivations, resources 
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and capacity of the social movements.  Opportunity alone cannot explain the resultant 

strategy. 

 Social movement scholars distinguish between two different types of political 

opportunity structures, closed and open.  The dominance of one type of system or the 

other sets the parameters for behavior of the leaders of social movements.  In his 

study of American protest behavior, Peter Eisinger identified a linear relationship 

between the nature of a political system and the strategies chosen by leaders of social 

movements.  The more open a system, the more likely the leaders will pursue 

assimilation; the more closed a regime, the more likely leaders will choose to 

confront the regime (see figure 2, Eisinger 1973, 12). 

 
Figure 2 

 
 Four factors determine the composition of the political system in a country 

(Goodwin 1999, 32).  First, the larger the number of parties, the tougher it is for a 

“ruling cartel” to limit the participation of groups that are outside the established 

bureaucratic system, such as social movements.  Second, the more independent and 

powerful the legislature is, the more open the system is.  If the legislature can control 
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policy outcomes independent of the executive branch, it makes it easier for groups 

who can mobilize voters, such as social movements, to have a measurable effect on 

policy.  Third, the more avenues of interaction that exist between the executive 

branch and those outside government, the more open the system is.  Numerous access 

points exist for influencing policy in a government where bureaucrats on different 

levels can make policy decisions independent of the elite.  And finally, an 

independent judiciary is extremely important to the openness of the system.  As 

Kitcshelt noted, it allows aggrieved minorities who cannot seek redress through 

elections another avenue to see that their complaints/demands are met (Kitschelt 

1986, 63). 

The measure of the openness of political systems is not a discrete measure, it 

is continuous.  The different dimensions in which each of these measurements can be 

made mean there will be many different degrees of openness. 

Certain institutions are characteristic of an open system.  A large legislature in 

which many parties are represented is a common characteristic.  The competition 

created by the numerous parties is essential in a polyarchy according to Robert Dahl 

(Dahl 1971, 2).  A sprawling executive branch in which a large number of 

bureaucracies operate independently of each other is another.  A judiciary that 

exercises its authority to police the other branches of government usually signals the 

necessary independence.  A federal system in which multiple levels of government 

have discretion over policy is indicative of the numerous access points available in an 

open system.  These institutions possess characteristics which encourage leaders to 

integrate their social movements into the political system. 
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By their very nature, political systems that are open support and reward 

strategies of assimilation.  Social movements are encouraged to work through 

established political institutions and channels.  Leaders can mobilize collective action 

within institutional bounds and still challenge opponents (Tarrow 1988, 427).  

Government officials in open systems are more receptive to including social 

movements into the policy-making process because inclusion benefits the members of 

the policy elite who can co-opt the social movement’s goals and therefore, strengthen 

their own positions.  Elites within the current system can increase their power and 

position in this manner.  Protests and consternations promote a search for new 

policies in an open system to mollify these demands.  An open system encourages 

leaders to pursue collective action through established channels as the most effective 

way to achieve change. 

In an open system, social movements can influence, both directly and 

indirectly, the legislature.  Elections provide an opportunity to place individuals with 

sympathetic views in positions of influence.  The lobbying of key actors in both the 

executive and legislative branches gives social movements an opportunity to affect 

the implementation of policy.  Social movements that possess large amounts of 

resources (both financial and manpower), can work through established party 

structures and influence the policy of legislatures who disagree with them (Schneider 

1992, 737).  An independent judiciary allows social movements with minority views 

to receive an audience for their complaints without having to convince the electorate 

of their position.  Open systems also allow social movements to place issue referenda 

on ballots to give voters an opportunity to change policy directly (Nelkin 1978, 275). 
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Social movements in open systems are encouraged to work through, rather 

than against, the established system in order to achieve change.  However, the 

structures present in other types of political systems may not encourage leaders to 

pursue this type of relationship.  Some systems encourage confrontation as the most 

effective way of achieving goals. 

 A closed political system is one in which the judiciary branch is highly 

dependent on the executive branch for power.  The executive branch is the most 

powerful branch of government, dominating a weak legislature.  As Robert Gamer 

noted, “the highest power usually rests with a Prime Minister (or President)…whose 

policy decisions are seldom challenged by courts or legislatures (Gamer 1976, 165).”  

This leads to one branch being accountable for policy outcomes and reduces the 

ability of social movements to challenge policy because very few access points exist.  

The fewer the number of parties that can win elections, the more closed the system.  

A limited party system often has difficulty incorporating demands from movements 

that are not already a part of the established political structure (Decalo 1992, 9). 

There are certain characteristics of closed systems which encourage the 

repression of social movements.  The more control the existing regime has, the more 

limited the resources are to challenge existing policies.  Those out of power tend to 

stay that way.  A dependent judiciary creates a system in which courts are avenues for 

political arbitration.  They exist as another instrument for the executive branch to 

suppress conflicting views (Kitschelt 1986, 64).  Because government officials are 

primarily concerned with maintaining their own power, closed systems are also 

unable to react to the demands of new participants in the policy process (Decalo 
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1992, 8).  The state views existing actors as the only individuals with legitimate 

policy demands and as such, actors challenging the status quo are prevented from 

working through existing policy channels.  Unlike in open systems, policy-making is 

the prerogative of existing elites who do not need the consent of outsiders to govern 

and can simply close them out of the process. The insulated nature of the elites leads 

to limited reform. There is no need to co-opt social movement ideas when you have 

the ability to simply dismiss them.  Closed systems respond to protest by maintaining 

their predetermined course. 

Closed political systems possess considerable capacity for warding off the 

demands of social movements when they threaten existing policies.  As a result, 

leaders of social movements adopt confrontational strategies.  When no avenues exist 

within established structures to change or challenge policy, leaders will then direct 

their energy against the system rather than through it.  Their goal is to be disruptive 

and work outside the established political channels.  The more unwilling a regime is 

to address grievances, the greater the risk that this inflexibility will lead to demands 

beyond the pressing policy issues to the issue of regime legitimacy (Kitschelt 1986, 

82).  The inability of social movements to seek redress through existing structures 

will lead them to pursue a strategy of structural reform.  The cumulative effect of all 

these actions is to create strong structural pressures.  The existing regime must 

eliminate these structural pressures since they do not possess the institutions to 

accommodate them. 

In closed systems, social movements lack the ability to initiate change through 

the political process.  One of the few ways available to them to practice politics is 
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through the use of violence.  While this strategy may be costly, in a closed system the 

only other option available to leaders is to choose to do nothing.  They make the 

calculation that doing nothing is more costly than pursuing violent political policies.  

A closed political system leads those outside the system, such as social movements, 

to confront and fundamentally alter the political system, often through violent means.  

Since the existing elite controls all the levers of influence, leaders of social 

movements outside the system have no other option but to try and alter the system 

itself. 

Different types of political systems lead to the different strategies chosen by 

leaders of social movements.  The “political opportunity structures” force them to 

choose from options available that are likely to result in success (Koopmans 1999, 

97).  It sets the menu of options for the leaders of social movements.  However, the 

large number of interacting variables and the complex nature of the political world 

prevent the “political opportunity structure” model from explaining the difference in 

strategies chosen by leaders in its entirety. 

WHY NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE UNITED STATES 

 A comparison of social movements with the same goals but different 

strategies lends itself to a cross-national study.  The African-American Civil Rights 

movement in the United States and the Catholic Civil Rights movement in Northern 

Ireland is one such comparison.  Leaders of the Civil Rights movement in Northern 

Ireland have noted that they originally attempted to model their movement after 

Martin Luther King, Jr.’s and Gandhi’s strategies of non-violence (Power 1972, 223).  

Currently there exists a wealth of scholarly research on the American Civil Rights 
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Movement, providing unparalleled descriptive detail.  However, as case studies and 

not cross-national studies, this research does not provide the opportunity for a 

generalized understanding of the aspects that influence the dynamics of social 

movements or a cross-national comparison of theoretical conclusions. 

 A comparison of the Civil Rights Movements in Northern Ireland and the 

United States is an attempt at a systematic comparison of two strikingly similar social 

movements.  In both places citizenship, “a status bestowed on those who are full 

members of the community,” (Marshall 1950, 8) was limited to people who possessed 

certain characteristics; race in the United States and religion in Northern Ireland.  The 

cases are well-suited to discovering the effects that” political opportunity structures” 

have on social movement leadership strategy for a number of reasons.  Both 

movements started out with the goal of non-violent protests.  Both movements were 

composed of minorities agitating for civil rights.  Both were trying to overcome 

decades of repression.  Both existed in political systems that had “first-past-the-post” 

electoral systems. They shared not only similar goals but similar opponents: 

entrenched majorities who occupied positions of power in the existing government.  

These two places existed within the democratic sphere of influence.  The civil rights 

taken for granted by other citizens of the country had not been extended to everyone.  

Why did the Civil Rights Movement in the United States maintain its peaceful 

position while the one in Northern Ireland turned violent?  This dichotomy makes 

their differences as important as their similarities.  While it is useful to know how 

these social movements rose up and why they did it at that exact moment in history, 
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that effort is beyond the scope of this paper.  This study is concerned with the 

strategies chosen by leaders once the social movements have already formed. 

 I am comparing racial cleavages in the United States with religious cleavages 

in Northern Ireland.  The two cases are more similar than at first glance.  Religion in 

Northern Ireland is unlike religion in the United States.  The differences between 

Protestants and Catholics are not doctrinal.  They are “not fighting over supernatural 

worship the essential element of any activity which defines itself as religious (Cairns 

2000, 438).”   The differences in religion encompass so much more.  The words you 

use, the school you go to, the holidays you celebrate, the sports teams you support, 

the professions you can enter, even the names of towns are different for Catholics and 

Protestants3.  The difference in religion is not a socially constructed issue.  If you are 

born into a Catholic family you are Catholic forever, even if you are non-practicing 

and the same is true for Protestants (Rose 1976, 265).  And while the differences in 

religion may not be as superficial as the differences in race (a black man is a black 

man no matter where he lives), they are just as “telling” to any citizen of Northern 

Ireland.  The markers consist of “a person’s name, area of residence, school attended, 

linguistic (and possibly phonetic) usage, colour and symbolism of dress (Burton 

1978, 37).”  And while this may not be the most reliable indicator, its true importance 

is that citizens of Northern Ireland “have the desire and necessity to tell (Burton 1978, 

38).” If you see your neighbor participating in “marching season” he is Protestant, if 

you do not he is Catholic (Cairns 2000, 441).  The marches identify “who [the 

marchers] are, where they come from” for themselves and others.  There is no neutral 

                                                 
3 One town in Northern Ireland is referred to as Londonderry by the Protestant government and Derry 
by it’s mostly Catholics inhabitants (Elliot 1999, 229). 
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sideline, and individuals are immediately identified with one of the groups.  It does 

not matter if this is not the case; it is the perception and therefore reality.  And while 

it may not be as visually apparent as race (although some claim that it is) everyone is 

placed into a group that they cannot change at birth.  It is for this reason that the racial 

cleavages in the United States and religious cleavages in Northern Ireland provide 

adequate similarities for a comparison. 

 Is my argument spurious?  What if the institutions do not create openness, but 

they merely reflect the openness already present in society?  If this was the case, then 

the institutions that were created in Northern Ireland should be based on the historical 

conflict between Catholics and Protestants.  Their creation merely institutionalized 

the feeling in society that Catholics should be second-class citizens.  A closer 

examination however, shows that this is not the case.  The government of Northern 

Ireland that was created as a result of the 1922 Anglo-Irish Treaty merely copied the 

existing governmental structure that already existed in the United Kingdom.  A 

judicial system with no power of judicial review reflected centuries of English law 

tradition, where “questions of the validity of the enactments of the United Kingdom 

Parliament are not legal at all-they are political and historical (Narain 1975, 43).”  

The creation of a “first-past-the-post” electoral system was a reflection of the 

electoral system that existed in the United Kingdom rather than religious tinkering 

with electoral politics (Duffy 1996, 125).  The decision to make the only official 

control London had over Northern Ireland the ability to dissolve parliament was made 
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jointly by the British and Irish governments (Graham 1994,185).4    The institutions 

created in Northern Ireland did not reflect the nature of society at the time. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
 

On May 18, 1896, the United States Supreme Court issued its decision in the 

case of Plessy v. Ferguson.  In this famous ruling, the Court upheld the idea of 

“separate, but equal (Groves 1951, 66).”  As a result of the ruling there was an 

expansion of Jim Crow laws around the country.  Whites and blacks were separated 

on street cars, taxi cabs and busses.  “Colored” entrances appeared at all manner of 

businesses.  Parks, drinking fountains, and even elevators where split into “white” 

and “colored” (Lyons 1998, 38). 

The ruling had a stunning effect on the education situation for African-

Americans.  Ten years after the Plessy decision, schools in Georgia were spending 

“eighty cents for the white child and twenty on the Negro,” according to the Georgia 

Equal Rights Convention.  Twenty years after the ruling, the school system of South 

Carolina was spending “$12.37 on every white student, $1 for every Negro.”  There 

were only 64 high schools for African-American children in the entire South.  Not 

one public medical or law school existed (Sterling 1968, 101).  African-Americans 

had become second class citizens in their own country. 

The system of segregation that had sprung up in the South soon spread around 

the country.  Cities such as Chicago and New York concentrated their black 

population in ghettos with “gentleman’s agreements.”  A gentleman’s agreement was 

                                                 
4 The Irish pushed for this power sharing agreement because they felt that sooner rather than later the 
citizens of Northern Ireland would want to join the rest of Ireland.  This belief is reflected in the 1937 
Irish Constitution which enshrined in writing the idea that the Republic of Ireland consisted of the 
entire island (Graham 1994, 185). 
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a contract signed by white property owners in which the “owner agrees not to 

exchange with, sell to, or lease to any member of a race not Caucasian.”  By 1930 

over seventy-five percent of property owners in Chicago had signed such an 

agreement (Sterling 1968, 113).  Those individuals who did manage to break through 

this barrier where treated horrendously in their new neighborhoods.  At least 58 

homes were bombed in Chicago, and two people were killed.  Not one person was 

charged (Georges-Abeyie 1983, 306).  The story was much of the same in Boston’s 

Roxbury neighborhood, in Detroit’s Paradise Valley.  The South used Jim Crow laws 

to repress blacks; the North used “gentleman’s agreements.”  Both had the same 

effect of perpetuating discrimination against African-Americans. 

In response to this treatment, a burgeoning Civil Rights Movement amongst 

the African-American community began to emerge.  Tired of living as less than full 

citizens, leaders began to agitate for full civil rights.  As W.E.B. Du Bois declared, 

“We claim for ourselves every single right that belongs to a free born American, 

political, civil and social (Sterling 1968, 117).”  In 1910 the National Association for 

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was formed.  This important group 

was formed to “promote the equality of rights and eradicate race prejudice; to 

advance the interest of colored people; to secure for them impartial suffrage; and to 

increase their opportunities for securing justice in the courts, education for their 

children, employment according to their ability and complete equality before the law 

(NAACP Mission Statement 2006).”  Working in conjunction with the National 

Urban League, the NAACP started programs to promote worker training, open health 
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clinics and increase job openings.  The programs were aimed at promoting 

“opportunity, not alms” for African-Americans (Eisenberg 1982, 112). 

The Great Depression hit the African-American community hard.  More than 

half of African-Americans of working age were unemployed.  As such, the African-

American Civil Rights Movement was one of the most ardent supporters of President 

Roosevelt and his “New Deal” programs (Hamilton 1992, 440).  The “New Deal” 

programs combined with an industrial boom because of World War II saw blacks 

leave the South en masse for factory jobs in the North, a movement known as “The 

Great Migration (Morris 1999, 518).”  As more and more blacks began showing up in 

the cities of the North, their electoral power increased.  In 1928, Chicago sent its first 

black representative to Congress (Broussard 1984, 32).  In 1944, New York followed 

suit, electing Adam Clayton Powell to the House of Representatives (Daniels 1973, 

120).  While the economic boom from World II and “the Great Migration” were 

creating new opportunities for many African-Americans, American society at-large 

still clung to a policy of segregation. 

The NAACP was working through the court system to help ensure equal 

rights for African-Americans.  Their strategy of using the legal system to seek civil 

rights gains saw results in 1938 with the Supreme Courts Missouri v. Canada ruling, 

which made the unconditional equality of blacks law (Agyeman 1991, 682).  They 

won an additional victory in 1944 when the Court made all white primaries illegal in 

the Smith v. Allwright decision (Smith 1982, 40).  Since the Democratic primary was 

essentially the election in the South, this gave African-Americans a chance to 

participate in electoral politics. 
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At the same time, groups were forming throughout the country to use mass 

resistance to pursue change.  Several groups working together, including the NAACP, 

the National Urban League, the National Council of Negro Women, organized a 

massive march on Washington D.C. scheduled for July 1, 1941.  Hearing of the 

march, President Roosevelt asked two of the group’s leaders, A. Philip Randolph and 

Walter White to the White House (Lewis 1991, 279).  There they assured President 

Roosevelt that they did indeed have a march of “no less than 100,000 people” 

planned.  In order to have the march called off President Roosevelt issued Executive 

Order 8802 on June 25, 1941, making discrimination in employment illegal (Collins 

2001, 273). 

 Discrimination in education policy was once again rearing its ugly head in the 

South.  The Plessy ruling had created separate schools, which were far from equal. 

Books, infrastructure, teacher’s pay were all neglected at schools which had majority 

African-American populations.  Once again the NAACP stepped up and took the case 

to court (Russo 1994, 298).  After 40 years of chipping away at “separate but equal,” 

they decided to challenge the doctrine of segregation itself.  And on May 17, 1954, 

the Supreme Court of the United States agreed, stating that “separate educational 

facilities are inherently unequal (Clark 1988, 126).”  The Court ordered all schools in 

the country to desegregate. 

 The response throughout the South was one of resistance.  Southern state 

legislatures passed almost 200 new segregation laws in the year after the ruling.  

While they might have been technically allowed to attend white schools, most black 

children were prevented through a combination of force and intimidation.  With 
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Southern states employing all manner of delaying tactics, in 1955, the Supreme Court 

issued the Brown II ruling.  This ruling ordered the desegregation of public school 

systems in the United States to proceed with “all deliberate speed (Brookover 1993, 

163).”  While it took U.S. Army paratroopers in Little Rock, Arkansas, and U.S. 

Marshall’s in Oxford, Mississippi, African-Americans had managed to integrate 

schools in the heart of the Deep South. 

 The 1950s saw the rise of the non-violent protest movement as part of the 

African-American Civil Rights movement.  Led by the Martin Luther King, Jr., a 

program of mass non-violent protest started.  Drawing on the ideas of Henry David 

Thoreau and Mahatma Gandhi, King asked that his followers not return violence with 

violence, “we must love our white brothers no matter what they do to us (Sterling 

1968, 186).”  In 1955, his ideas were put to the test during Montgomery Bus Boycott.  

Protesting the arrest of a young black woman, Rosa Parks, for sitting in a seat 

reserved for white customers, King led a boycott of all segregated transportation 

services in Montgomery, Alabama.  After a year of falling revenue, the bus 

companies of Mobile finally relented and allowed any paying customer to sit in any 

seat on the bus (Fairclough 1986, 408).  King’s strategy of non-violent protest had 

worked. 

 Student sit-ins at lunch counters followed the bus boycott.  Throughout the 

spring of 1960 sit-ins were taking place at lunch counters, movie theaters, department 

stores, libraries and churches throughout the South (Barksdale 1986, 30).  These 

students followed the teaching Dr. King, turning the other cheek when struck.  The 

images of young, black students in coats and ties getting dragged off stools, beaten by 
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white crowds were shown around the country.  The contrast between the two groups 

could not have been clearer.  By the fall of 1960 the students had managed to 

integrate lunch counters in almost 100 cities throughout the South (Carson 1987, 

451).  Determined to keep the momentum, the students formed the Student 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).  SNCC was destined to become 

another key group in the African-American Civil Rights Movement. 

 Another non-violent protest group, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) 

was planning mass public resistance as well.  After the Supreme Court declared 

segregated waiting rooms and restaurants illegal in December 1960 they organized a 

“Freedom Ride” from Washington, D.C. to New Orleans to high-light the ruling.  On 

May 4, 1961 seven black and six white members of CORE boarded a bus.  At each 

stop throughout the South the members used “white-only” waiting rooms together 

and ate at “white-only” restaurants together.  The ride went as planned until the group 

reached Birmingham, Alabama.  There the bus was attacked by a mob, burned, and 

group members beaten (The Fortieth Anniversary of the Freedom Ride 2001, 7).  

Despite the loss of their bus, the ride continued the next day, this time with 30 new 

members.  The group was once again attacked in Montgomery and once again their 

ranks swelled.  The spring and summer of 1961 saw hundreds of similar “Freedom 

Rides” throughout the South (McAdam 1983, 745).  In the fall of that year the 

Interstate Commerce Commission declared any form of discrimination on busses, 

trains, and streetcars illegal.  The Civil Rights Movement had prevailed again. 

 The climax of the massive public resistance movement came on August 28, 

1963.  A quarter of million people marched on Washington D.C., down the National 
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Mall to the Lincoln Memorial.  Leaders from the NAACP, the National Urban 

League, and SNCC all spoke.  Rosa Parks was introduced to the crowd (Reed 1999, 

150).  It was the last speaker of the day, however, who would capture the imagination 

of millions of Americans.  On August 28, one hundred years after Abraham Lincoln 

issued the Emancipation Proclamation, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. appealing to the 

conscience of a nation, gave his famous “I have a Dream” speech on the steps of a 

memorial dedicated to the same Mister Lincoln;  “When we let freedom ring from 

every village and every hamlet, from every state and every city, black men and white 

men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestant and Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing 

the words of the old Negro spiritual: Free at last, Free at last, Thank God Almighty, 

We are free at last (King 200, 121).” 

 Responding to growing public outcry and at the urging of President Kennedy 

to take up the cause of African-American civil rights, Congress passed the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 (Findlay 1990, 66).  The Act banned discrimination in public 

places, employment practices, public places and increased the desegregation of 

schools.  The next year Congress once again took up the cause and passed the Voting 

Rights Act of 1965 which gave back voting privileges to black Americans.  The 

application of these Acts on the ground in the South took the influence and 

involvement of all the African-American civil rights organizations.  SNCC and SCLC 

went to Alabama to register voters.  CORE and the NAACP went to Mississippi to 

help desegregate it (Colaiaco 1986, 22). 

 Clashes between whites in favor of segregation and the Civil Rights 

Movement continued for the rest of the decade.  Activists walked across the state of 
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Mississippi in 1965 in a “march against fear (Sterling 1968, 222).” Along the way 

they registered over 4,000 new black voters. The leaders of the movement saw 

another legislative victory when Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1968 

banning discrimination in housing (Leigh 1988, 158).  The late sixties saw the Black 

Power movement, under the direction of SNCC leader H. Rapp Brown and Nation of 

Islam spokesman Malcolm Little (better known as Malcolm X), begin to gain power 

(Goldberg 1968, 120).  There was a widening gulf between the groups over the proper 

response to continued white vigilante justice.  The assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr. on April 4, 1968 marked the end of an era for the Civil Rights Movement.  

While the movement had some successes after Dr. King’s death, most notably the 

renewal of the Voting Rights Act in 1970, the cohesion, coordination and sense of 

togetherness that had characterized the earlier African-American Civil Rights 

Movement was gone. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN NORTHERN 
IRELAND 

 
 The outbreak of violence in Northern Ireland in 1969 was not an isolated 

event.  It occurred in the context of centuries of fractured relations between 

Protestants and Catholics.  While some claim that the conflict dates from the 12th 

century5, one of the key dates in the conflict is 1609.  It was then that the British 

instituted a plan that called for creating “the Plantation of Ulster (Tonge 2002, 5).”  

The plan tried to attract settlers from all classes of British society to Ireland and 

pushed the native Irish off their land (Miller 1998, 46).  The rules did not allow for 

                                                 
5 This choice of dates is itself political.  Catholics claim that problems began in 1609 with the plan for 
the Plantation of Ulster.  Protestants claim the problems in Ulster arise before that with problems 
between warring Irish tribes, the Planters and Gaels. 
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settlers to even hire the native Irish to work their land.  The result was that by 1700 

less than 5 percent of Ulster was owned by Catholic Irish. 

 The victory of Protestant William of Orange in 1690 over Catholic James II 

ushered in another era of hostility between the two groups.  As a result of William’s 

victory an exclusively Protestant legislature was established in 1692 to run the whole 

of the island (Miller 1998, 49).  What followed were a host of laws that relegated 

Catholics to second-class status; including a ban of Catholic ownership of arms, the 

exclusion of Catholics from the legal profession, and a ban on the Catholic purchase 

of land from Protestants amongst others.  The main effect of the laws was to entrench 

the division between the Catholics and Protestants in Ireland.  They added a political 

element to what had previously been a military conflict. 

 By the late 1700s, most of the laws had been taken off the books.  Some of the 

laws applied to all citizens, such as the provision on buying land, and their application 

to Protestants became problematic.  A rebellion in 1798 broke the relative calm.  The 

failed rebellion is best known as being for Irish independence and as such was not 

strictly a Catholic uprising.  In addition to the Catholic participants who were 

charged, 30 Protestant clergymen were also charged with treason for participating in 

the rebellion.  The Act of Union in 1801 was a direct result of the failed rebellion.  

The Act abolished the independent Irish Parliament and formally made Ireland a part 

of the United Kingdom (Bric 2004, 17).  Westminster now had direct control over the 

affairs of Ireland. 

The next big conflict came in Belfast.  Britain was expending a great deal of 

capital to industrialize Northern Ireland.  As the place to find jobs, Belfast in 
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particular, the cities of Northern Ireland began to see an influx of formally rural 

peasants.  By 1835 the percentage of Catholics in Belfast had risen to 30 percent of 

the city’s total population (Darby 1997, 23).  The first signs of conflict for jobs and 

housing were being seen.  The potato famine of the 1840s dramatically affected the 

counties of Ulster, albeit indirectly.  The famine affected rural western and southern 

Ireland much more dramatically than the industrial north.  As such, the economic 

differences between the two groups quickly found a political voice.  Southern and 

western, mostly Catholic Ireland, organized a campaign to repeal the Act of Union 

and restore home rule.  An equally strong voice developed in the north in favor of the 

Act and advocating a separate parliament in Ulster if the Act was repealed. 

The rest of the 1800s saw a stiffening of the divide over Home Rule.  By 

1885, advocates against Home Rule had captured a majority of the seats assigned to 

Ulster in the British Parliament (Tonge 2002, 7).  By 1905 the different factions 

against Home Rule had finally organized under the umbrella of the Ulster Unionist 

Council.  It was from this group that the dominant Protestant political party, the 

Ulster Unionist Party, would emerge (Tonge 2002, 8). 

At the same time, Home Rule forces who advocated for a legislative solution 

to the problem were organizing under the Irish Parliamentary party.  The Irish 

Republican Brotherhood, the IRA and others continued to conduct revolutionary 

activities against British forces.  While leaders of the Irish Parliamentary Party 

pushed the IRA as the alternative to their British counterparts if legislative efforts 

failed, they were unable to control the revolutionary groups.  By 1912 Ireland was 

home to a full-blown civil war between the Catholic IRA and the Protestant Ulster 
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Volunteer force; this despite the entire island still being under English control.  After 

fighting in World War I, and with the public having no appetite for continuing to fight 

another war in Ireland, the British began the peace process (Cox 2000, 11).  In 1920 

British Parliament passed the Government of Ireland Act of 1920 which partitioned 

the island into Southern and Northern Ireland.  Each section was to have its own 

Parliament to deal with domestic matters, each was to send representatives to 

Westminster, and a Council of Ireland was to be created to deal with issues of 

common interest (Cox 2000, 10).  In reality, only the northern section followed the 

terms of the act and the Council of Ireland never met.  In 1921, Sinn Féin, the 

political arm of the IRA, and the British Government, signed the Anglo-Irish 

Agreement which created the Irish Free State.  The agreement also included a 

provision allowing Northern Ireland to withdraw from the Irish Free State and remain 

a part of the United Kingdom which the Northern Ireland Parliament decided to take 

advantage of (Bric 2004, 8). 

The parliament that was created in Northern Ireland consisted of a bicameral 

legislature.  The government in Belfast was nominally subordinate to the one in 

Westminster; however under the terms of the 1921 Anglo-Irish Agreement the 

Northern Ireland government had jurisdiction over the police, education policy, local 

government and social services.  The only official authority that London maintained 

was the power to revoke legislative powers and dissolve parliament (Hennessey 2001, 

3). 

The two states began their existence in turmoil and violence.  232 people were 

killed and over 1,000 people were injured in Northern Ireland in 1922.  This figure 
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was not matched until 1972.  As time passed, the government of Northern Ireland 

began creating institutions that excluded Catholics from power (Barton 1994, 9).  

Voting procedures were set-up to deny non-taxpayers the ability to vote and to give 

more than one vote to people who owned more than one property.  The Protestant 

government used its monopoly over housing allocation and gerrymandering to create 

Protestant majority voting districts.  This occurred most notably in Derry6, a majority 

Catholic city that has continually elected Protestants (Hennessey 2001, 6).  The police 

force that the government of Northern Ireland created was mostly Protestant; by the 

1960’s only 12 percent were Catholic (Darby 1991, 28).  The education system 

favored Protestants as well, creating a state sponsored system of Protestant schools 

while forcing Catholics to fund up to half their education personally.  Significant 

judicial powers were delegated to the Minister of Home Affairs, a Protestant 

patronage position.  Catholics were discriminated against in public employment as 

well (Cameron Report 1969). 

By making discrimination official government policy, the government in 

Northern Ireland had succeeded in crystallizing Catholic opposition.  The worldwide 

depression of the 1930s saw an increase in sectarian violence.  There were 

widespread riots in 1931, 1932, and 1935.  In response Protestant and government 

leaders seized greater control.  The exclusively Protestant police force received 

emergency powers to arrest anyone who they felt was a threat to the stability of the 

government (Anderson 2002, 23).  As the economic situation improved violence did 

drop, but few leaders thought it had gone away completely. 

                                                 
6 The choice of names for Londonderry/Derry is another political decision.  Catholics refer to it as 
Derry while Protestants use Londonderry.  Derry is the term most commonly used by residents 
themselves and as such will be used for this study (Darby 1997, 28).  
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The economic boom of World War II and the post-war years created a better 

economic situation for Catholics.  Outsiders with jobs came into Northern Ireland 

with discriminatory policies not yet in place.  The government in Stormont relented 

slightly, making secondary education free for all citizens, Catholics and Protestants 

alike.  The Catholic movement began to see their future in a Northern Ireland state, as 

opposed to a united Ireland (Barton 1994, 13).  This newfound embrace of the 

Northern Ireland government can be seen in the failure of the IRA offensive from 

1956-1962.  As the IRA noted in their press release announcing the cessation of 

revolutionary activities, their failure was due to “attitude of the general public whose 

minds have been deliberately distracted from the supreme issues facing the Irish 

people – the unity and freedom of Ireland (Darby 1997, 31).” 

The 1960s opened with optimism that the two sides in Northern Ireland truly 

could live together peacefully.  In 1963, Terence O’Neil became Prime Minister 

promising to “build bridges between the two communities (O’Neil 1969, 23).”  By 

1965 Prime Ministers from Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland had 

exchanged visits for the first time.  Protestants in the legislature were pushing back 

against this reconciliation.  Unionist members picketed Parliament and paramilitary 

Protestant organizations killed Catholics (Barton 1994, 106).  This action made no 

sense to Catholic leaders.  The changes and programs Protestants were protesting 

were not significant and were not happening nearly fast enough.  By 1969, it was 

clear that the more extreme branches of O’Neil’s party were going to sabotage any 

chance at reform. On the Catholic side a peaceful Civil Rights Movement had 

developed, modeled after a similar campaign in the United States (White 1995, 333). 
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The 1969 marching season turned out to be a particularly violent one marking 

the start of the twenty-five year “Troubles.”  Protestant police attacked Catholics 

peacefully marching from Belfast to Derry in protest of housing rights.    In August a 

march by Protestants through the Catholic section of Derry was attacked.  The 

Protestant police force responded violently, leading the Irish Prime Minster, John 

Lynch, to declare: “we will not stand by (Elliot 1999, 319).”  The violence quickly 

spread to Belfast.  The Catholic region of Belfast was attacked by a Protestant mob 

while the police force stood aside.  Seven people were killed and more than 3,000 

were rendered homeless.  By August 14, 1969 the British government realized it had 

to do something to prevent a full-scale war from breaking out; they sent troops to 

Derry and Belfast (Cox 2000, 11).    While the initial reason given for the troop 

placement was to protect the Catholic population of both towns, it had the effect of 

being a symbol of repression: British troops on Irish soil.  Despite the presence of 

British troops in Northern Ireland violence continued to flare up around the country. 

In 1971, in a last-ditch effort to retain some semblance of control over the 

violence, the Northern Ireland government introduced a policy of internment.  The 

police forces were given the ability to jail anyone the felt who might be treasonous 

against the Crown (Elliot 1999, 662).  The policy failed miserably, merely 

entrenching Catholic opposition.  The failure of the internment policy and the 

shooting deaths of 13 civilians by the British Army (Bloody Sunday) in 1972, led 

London to realize that the government of Northern Ireland had no control over the 

situation on the ground (and in the streets).  In March 1972 they dissolved the 

Northern Ireland parliament (Elliot 1999, 605).  Direct rule was imposed and from 
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1972 until the 1998 Good Friday accords, Northern Ireland was ruled by a Secretary 

of State for Northern Ireland appointed by Parliament in London. 

AN INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY 

 The “third wave of democratization” ended up hitting Southeast Asia and 

South America the hardest.  Some of the democracies did not develop as scholars 

predicated they would.  For that reason the recent scholarly literature on the role of 

the judiciary in a democracy has focused on these countries.  Examining why the 

judiciary was effective in some states in not others has led to conclusions about what 

role the judiciary must play if democracy is to succeed. 

As Pilar Domingo noted in his study of the Supreme Court in Mexico, 

“judicial independence is a necessary and essential aspect of democratic 

accountability (Domingo 2000, 705).”    Judicial independence means that the judicial 

branch has the power of judicial review, judges can make decisions free from political 

considerations and the judicial branch gets to decide what cases it hears (Iaryczower 

2002, 699).  Independence can be written into the constitution; however, the 

independent nature of the judiciary is only resolved through the interpretation and 

application of the constitution.  What is the relationship between the judiciary and the 

other branches of government?  Can the judiciary review the legality of legislative 

acts?  Should judges be free from public pressure or amendable to the will of the 

people?  The answers to these questions shape the role of the judicial body. 

 The first duty of an independent judiciary is to protect the rule of law and 

provide checks and balances against the instruments of the state; in essence provide 

judicial review.  As Raymond Duncan wrote, “Presidential decree and state-of-siege 
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powers [seized by the legislature] can make a mockery out of the judicial system 

(Duncan 1976, 152).”  Secondly, they should provide justice for all citizens by 

protecting individual rights from overzealous legislators and executives.  Having the 

rights of citizens written in to the constitution does not in and of itself assure citizens 

of those rights.  The judiciary must be able to protect those rights if the will of a 

majoritarian government is to be regulated on behalf of minorities (Domingo 2000, 

705).  The independence of the judiciary is essential in conducting these tasks.  

Without it, due process and impartiality cannot be assured. 

 An independent judiciary will have judges who are politically independent.  

This will allow judges to make judicial decisions without fear of external political 

pressure and short-term considerations.  They also need to be protected from undue 

influence exerted by parties who have business before the court.  Bribery, cultural and 

ethnic bonds can all lead to unfair rulings.  They should also be protected from certain 

democratic influences.  Majority opinion, mass media coverage, and public visibility 

can all influence judges to make decisions that are not in the interests of all citizens 

(Verner 1984, 463).  Decisions must be based on the rule of law and “not simply echo 

the views of the government of the day,” as Richard Rose succinctly put it (Rose 

1976, 255). 

 There are ways to ensure the independence of judges.  The first is by using an 

appointment process.  Appointing, rather than electing judges insulates jurists from 

the shifting winds of majority opinion.  While this might make them beholden to 

other actors for their power, the decisions judges use that power to make remain 

independent.  Second, appointing judges for life shields them from the pressures of 
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the policy-makers who appoint them to the bench.  This creates a situation “where 

judicial appointments are made for life [and] judicial decisions are freer than if the 

judge has to consider what the effect of his decision will be on his chances for 

reappointment or for re-election by the legislature (Needler 1968, 154).”  These two 

steps help minimize the possibility of the court being subjugated to other branches of 

government. 

 The independence of judges is not the only key to an independent judiciary.  

The scope of the powers of judicial review that a court possesses are also important.  

It allows the judicial branch to review the activities of other branches to determine 

their legality.  A judiciary with limited powers of review will remain subordinate to 

the whims and intentions of the other branches.  Additionally as Arpad Von Lazar 

notes, a judiciary that is not independent cannot take full advantage of the powers of 

review they do possess because “political considerations prevent them from applying 

this power (Von Lazar 1971, 40).” 

 It must be noted that it does not matter where the judicial branch gets its 

power.  George Lovell and Michael McCain argue that the idea of judicial 

independence is “highly misleading (Wolbrecht 2005, 258).”  The power of the 

judiciary is determined by “actors in other branches (Wolbrecht 2005, 262),” and 

therefore it is not independent.  The judiciary serves as a convenient dumping ground 

for decisions the other two branches do not want to make.  Legislators pass along 

responsibility for decisions in highly political cases to the judicial branch when they 

expect them to rule in a certain manner, thus undermining the independence of the 

judiciary.  However, as Von Lazar points out, it does not matter in determining 
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judicial independence how the courts rule, but merely that they get to rule.  The 

judiciary is not independent when the legislative and executive branches can pass 

what are traditional judicial issues to ad-hoc committees, investigatory commissions 

and use other means of by-passing the judicial branch (Von Lazar 1971, 155).  As 

Matías Iaryczower notes in his review of judicial independence in Argentina, it does 

not matter if justices want to challenge the president or the legislature, merely that 

they can challenge them (Iaryczower 2002, 699). 

 Some scholars, most notably Gerald Rosenberg, say that the courts themselves 

are ineffective agents of change. He argues that courts are only able to bring about 

reform if the marketplace or other actors provide incentives to comply.  He concludes 

“that at best [the courts] can second the social reform acts of other branches of 

government…A court’s [role] is akin to officially recognizing the evolving state of 

affairs (Rosenberg 1991, 338).”  Rosenberg applies this thesis to the American Civil 

Rights movement, most notably the Brown v. Board of Education decision.  There is 

a problem with Rosenberg’s view of causation.  His path of causation assumes that 

social change is only caused by court cases when there is no other possible influence.  

He dismisses some court decisions arguing that the court simply reflected real life 

events already occurring.  As the delay between the Brown decision and its 

implementation shows, the real world was definitely not desegregating on its own.  

Other court decisions are dismissed based on the length of time between the decision 

and its implementation.  Once again we can look at the Brown decision and find that 

it was the Brown II ruling that caused the federal government to take up the case of 

school desegregation (Russo 1994, 297).  The leaders of the Civil Rights Movement 
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were trying to push all levers of power at the same time, so as Kim Scheppele notes 

“with his strict picture of what would count as causation, it’s not surprising that he 

[Rosenberg] find little influence of the court in any area of social policy (Scheppele 

1992, 466).”  It is hard to untangle the efforts of social movements to appeal to the 

court and to the federal government.  As in the case of school integration, they were 

often complimentary actions.  Additionally, the gains seen by the American Civil 

Rights Movement were the accomplishment of many different forces advocating for 

change at the same time.  The process by which Rosenberg measures causation is not 

very well suited to explaining these complex interactions.  Another problem with 

Rosenberg’s conclusion is that he never considers counterfactuals.  It is difficult to 

determine whether or not the court was the cause of social change if one does not 

examine what would have happened if the court had not ruled.  Rosenberg would 

have done well to examine President Eisenhower’s personal responses in the “Little 

Rock Nine” case in which he states that he will “use the full power of the U.S., 

whatever force may be necessary to prevent obstruction of the laws and to carry out 

the orders of the federal court” (Calloway-Thomas 1996, 627).  It is tough to argue 

that the court decision had no influence on the social change that took place.  While 

Rosenberg does raise an important point, “What happens after the decision?” it 

should not diminish the importance of the decision itself as an impetus for change. 

How does an independent judiciary, one with the power of judicial review, 

encourage leaders of social movements to choose a strategy of assimilation?  If courts 

are not subject to the same majoritarian pressures that the legislative and executive 

branches are, they can serve as an avenue of last resort for groups that are continually 
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discriminated against by the other two branches of government (Moog 1998, 410).  

Individuals can bring suits seeking redress and are not dependent on the decisions of 

discriminatory government officials.  It provides opportunities to influence the policy 

making process for groups who might otherwise not be able to.  This is especially 

helpful to minorities whose interests are often in direct conflict with the ruling 

majority class.  The power of the court rests in the paradox that minorities must by 

definition lose elections; however, in a court of law the claims of those same 

minorities are given equal consideration.  This connection is made explicitly clear in 

Alison Brysk’s study of human rights in post-authoritarian Argentina.  For her, the 

protection of human rights for all citizens, minority and majority, by the judiciary is 

the ultimate sign that judiciary has ascended to its proper role in a democracy (Brysk 

1994). 

In systems that do not possess an independent judiciary, it is most often the 

executive branch that has control over the judicial branch (Nova 1976, 115).  The 

court is subservient to the will of the executive and plays almost no role in the 

political process.  The executive branch determines the legality of legislation and has 

a preponderance of power.  When the judicial branch is not independent, the 

executive branch becomes responsible for creating the rule of law (Dua 1983, 464).  It 

is the executive, not the judiciary who decides when civil rights should be protected.  

Essentially the executive branch takes over the power of judicial review.  This is a 

problematic relationship since the executive is elected and responsive to a majority 

who often have very little interest in protecting the rights of those not in the majority. 
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If the executive has enough control over the judicial branch, the courts serve 

simply as another venue to deal with political disputes.  Dissidents that cannot be 

defeated at the ballot box are defeated in court (Magalhães 1999, 44).  It can also be 

used in the rare cases where the executive does not prevail on a policy issue.  The 

action of the legislative branch can simply be declared unconstitutional.  This 

arrangement prevents policy disputes from being decided by the citizenry. 

 When the judicial branch is not independent, when it does not possess the 

power of judicial review, it limits the opportunities for groups, such as social 

movements, to seek redress.  The ruling elite and the policies they decide cannot be 

challenged.  The courts are no threat to the current power structure, and hence no 

threat to the current ruling elite.  Minority rights are not protected, and since they lack 

the ability to review actions of other branches of government the court is not a place 

to seek redress for discriminatory policies.  Political systems that do not have 

independent judiciaries with the power of judicial review encourage leaders to pursue 

confrontational strategies that attempt to change the existing system.  The system 

cannot answer their demands and therefore the system itself must be changed. 

THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

The judicial system in the United States does not confine itself to statutory 

interpretation; it also has the power of judicial review (Huntington 1968, 112).  This 

power was established early in the 1800’s with the Marbury v. Madison Supreme 

Court Case (Ellis 1971).  Because the courts can review action taken by the 

legislature and the executive, including Southern State Legislatures and Governors, 
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the leaders of the African-American Civil Rights movement were encouraged to 

pursue a strategy of working within the existing system to achieve change. The court 

became a guardian of minority rights. 

 Since 1938 and the Missouri v. Canada ruling which upheld the equality of 

blacks, the Supreme Court in the United States has served as a guardian of the civil 

rights of minorities (Agyeman 1991).  Their rulings regarding segregation, school 

desegregation, voting rights and reapportionment served as an impetuous for societal 

revolutions.  In the words of Judge Irving Kaufman, the court became “an accelerator 

of governmental activity rather than a brake” (O’Brien 1985, 35).  Using its power of 

judicial review, the court stepped in and corrected socioeconomic and political 

inequalities.  Judicial review served the purpose it purported to: it provided an avenue 

for the Civil Rights Movement to challenge policy. 

 The leaders of the American Civil Rights Movement recognized this 

possibility early on.  The National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP) was one of the first organizations to use the courts to advance the 

cause of the Civil Rights Movement.  Harry T. Moore, executive director of the 

NAACP in Florida said that the goal of the NAACP was “achieving a full program of 

civil rights for Negro citizens” (Miller 2000, 216).  Recognizing that the courts were 

constitutionally obliged to defend equal rights, the NAACP, under the direction of 

Moore, filed suit to require local school boards to provide equal pay for black 

teachers.  This was one of many cases in which the NAACP used the courts to 

advance their case for equal rights. 
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The NAACP also recognized that in order to advance their case through the 

electorate they needed to change Southern voting laws.  The NAACP used the courts 

to their advantage.  They asked the court to grant Southern blacks their rights as 

federal citizens, as guaranteed in the Constitution.  Using the courts to advance their 

claims to civil rights was not a challenge to the system, it was just the opposite, it was 

using the power of judicial review to challenge illegal activity. 

Working with Civil Rights leaders in Texas, the NAACP appealed to the 

Supreme Court in 1927, arguing against the constitutionality of “white primary laws.”  

This was a deliberate choice by the NAACP leadership (Hine 1977, 45).  They 

realized that they could not win this battle at the ballot box.  After several appeals, 

decisions, and changes by the Texas legislature the NAACP finally won the battle 

against “white primary laws” in 1944 when the U.S. Supreme Court declared all-

white primaries to be illegal.  While the idea was still widely unpopular amongst the 

majority of voters, the NAACP strategy of asking the judiciary to affirm their 

constitutionally guaranteed rights had worked. 

The Civil Rights Movement achieved some of its most important progress 

through the Supreme Court: Missouri v. Canada (1938) made law the belief in the 

unconditional equality of blacks; Smith v. Allwright (1944) made all white primaries 

illegal; Brown v. Board of Education (1954) declared that “separate was inherently 

unequal,” and made segregation illegal; Heart of Atlanta Model Inc. v. United States 

(1961) made private discrimination illegal in public accommodations; and Griggs v. 

Duke Power Company (1971) made companies responsible for hiring and firing 

practices which caused the exclusion of minorities from the workplace.  Having seen 
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first hand the redress of their injustices by the U.S. Supreme Court, the leaders of the 

Civil Rights movement continued to pursue a strategy of working through the system.  

Judicial review was helping them achieve their goals; there was no need to try and 

destroy the system.  As one member of the Montgomery Boycott proclaimed, “Praise 

the Lord.  God Almighty has spoken from Washington, D.C. (Sterling 1968, 7).” 

The judicial system in Northern Ireland did not have the power of judicial 

review.  Unable to have discriminatory laws overturned through appeals to the 

judicial branch, leaders of the Catholic Civil Rights Movement were encouraged to 

pursue other means of overturning the laws.  The result was a violent attempt to 

change policy. 

There were three levels to the court system in Northern Ireland (see figure 3).  

The first stop was the Belfast Crown Court (Anderson 2002, 56).  Decisions could 

then be appealed to the Court of Appeal for Northern Ireland.  Finally, decisions 

could be appealed to the British House of Lords, which functioned as the court of last 

resort for the United Kingdom (Anderson 2002, 63).  While he had no jurisdiction 

over court decisions, the Northern Ireland Minister of Home Affairs could commute 

sentences for individuals convicted in Belfast. 
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Figure 3 

The power of judicial review did not exist in Northern Ireland.  Because of 

this situation, Catholics in Northern Ireland had no place to appeal discriminatory 

laws and rulings from the legislature. 

The problem with appealing to the courts in Northern Ireland was that 

Parliament, not the judiciary, was the ultimate arbiter of rights.  The courts simply 

ruled on whether or not activity was in accord with the relevant law (Tonge 2002, 

20).  They did not have the authority to rule on the constitutionality of laws 

themselves.  If a majority wanted to curtail the rights of minorities, as in 1969 when a 

law was passed that allowed suspected Republicans to be held indefinitely without 

trial, legally it could be done if the rule was passed in a lawfully manner (Anderson 

2002, 51).  And in practice this was often the case, the legislature would pass laws 

limiting the rights of Catholics and then the police would enforce those laws.  As long 

as the police were enforcing laws that had legitimately passed the legislature, the 

courts were forced to rule the discriminatory action legal (Narain 1975, 43).  This 

process limited the rights of both Catholics and Protestants to apply to the courts for 
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redress of grievances; Catholics were far more likely however, to have grievances.  

The leaders of the Catholic Civil Rights movement were unable to get the court to 

review the actions of the legislature and they could not win seats in the legislature, so 

they were encouraged to pursue a strategy of working outside the system to achieve 

any change. 

In 1967, a Catholic group from Northern Ireland, the Campaign for Social 

Justice, attempted to bring their push for minority rights to the courts.  A protest was 

lodged against the Special Powers Act passed by Parliament.  The law made 

“Republican7 clubs or any like organization however described” (Rose 1976, 277) 

illegal.  The case worked its way through the legal system with the British House of 

Lords finally concluding that act was in fact lawful because it had been passed using 

the proper procedure.  While the ruling was expected given the judicial climate in 

Northern Ireland, in the words of two Protestant writers “it was the final proof to the 

minority community that they could expect no aid from Britain in their struggle for 

what they regarded as their legitimate civil rights (Hadden 1973, 13).” 

Even when the courts in Northern Ireland did manage to rule in favor of 

minority rights, the executive could and often did overrule the decision of the court.  

In some cases the government simply retroactively applied legislation to legalize 

action already taken (Narain 1975, 235).  . 

In Northern Ireland the majority ruled the executive and legislative branches 

of government.  The judicial branch did not possess the ability to declare the actions 

of the other two branches illegal.  The political system in Northern Ireland, which did 

                                                 
7 In Northern Ireland a “republican” refers not to a political ideology, but to a Catholic.  This term is 
used because it is often thought that all Catholics wish to reunite with the Republic of Ireland, which is 
majority Catholic. 
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not have judicial review, did not provide a way for the leaders of the Catholic Civil 

Rights movement to achieve their goals.  The leaders, in order to meet the goals of 

their members, were forced to confront the system itself and achieve redress by 

changing the very structure of the system. 

ELECTABLE IDEOLOGIES 

 Judicial challenges are not the only mechanism in place for social movements 

to achieve change.  The electoral process is another way to influence policy.  

Elections are the main way that democracies provide a government “for the people, 

by the people.”  In most democracies, elections serve to create a government for the 

majority of the people.  By their very definition, these types of government create 

problems for minority groups. 

 A policy of “one man, one vote” does not necessarily deprive minorities of 

their electoral influence.  There are strategies that can increase the number of 

electable ideologies on the ballot.  The first is that social movements can partner with 

other groups in order to achieve a majority.  The downside to this proposition is that 

the groups must bargain away some of their own beliefs in order to make the coalition 

work.  The second way social movements that are composed of minorities can 

achieve power is systemic.  Communal electoral roles can be guaranteed 

constitutionally so that the votes of different groups are counted separately.  This 

ensures that social movements can elect their own representatives regardless of their 

minority status (Steiner 1969, 296).  However, the majority of the mechanisms by 

which minority social movements can assert electoral influence are conditional, rather 

than structural.  They only work if systemic conditions are correct. 
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 An electable ideology is a set of beliefs and ideas that a candidate possesses 

and he or she can get elected to public office holding those beliefs.  Being an 

electable ideology is not about who can run for office, but who can win office.  It is 

not simply an argument for pluralism because it is not about the number of views 

tolerated by society.  It is an argument about the number of different parties that can 

win elections.  A view may be tolerated and allowed to exist by the state, but that 

does not mean it has enough support to win an election somewhere in the state.  In 

Northern Ireland Catholics were allowed to exist.  Their candidates ran for office in 

every election, but they never, ever won office.  Catholicism was not an electable 

ideology. 

The more electable ideologies there are in a political system, the more likely it 

is that social movements will use elections and work within the system to achieve 

change.  An environment in which there are numerous electable ideologies means that 

there is a possibility that alternative ideas and policies can get a place in government.  

The more legitimately electable candidates that exist in an election, the more 

fragmented the majority becomes and the better the chance groups currently outside 

the majority have of getting elected. 

 In a political system that does not have more than one electable ideology, only 

a small range of views are present in government.  With regards to elections, it means 

that candidates who possess views that are not held by the majority cannot get elected 

anywhere in the political system.  In this type of system the majority holds a 

monopoly on political power. 
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 This type of political system has a dramatic effect on the strategy chosen by 

leaders of social movements.  If they have problems with their current situation, they 

cannot change the situation through elections.  It encourages leaders to work outside 

the system rather than through it.  Change has to come through violence and the 

destruction of the current system.  Once citizens feel that there is no possibility of 

recourse for their concerns at the ballot box, they will often seek recourse at the point 

of a gun. 

HOW THE NUMBER OF ELECTABLE IDEOLOGIES  INFLUENCE SOCIAL MOVEMENT 

STRATEGY IN IN THE UNITED STATES AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

There are four conditions that must be met in order for a government to be 

“for the people, by the people:” (Rose 1976, 253) 

1. Citizens must be voting for offices that have the ability to make 
politically important decisions. 

2. Citizens must be able to choose from more than one candidate. 
3. Citizens must be able to vote without fear of intimidation or 

retaliation. 
4. The votes of citizens must be honestly counted. 

 
Elections take place in countries around the world that are not considered 

democracies.  In the last Iraqi election before the United States invasion, Saddam 

Hussein won with 100% of the vote (BBC News 2002).  While the conditions above 

do not cause electable ideologies, for the election of those ideologies to have any 

effect on governing, these conditions must be present.  These conditions were present 

for blacks outside the South in the United States and for Catholics in Northern Ireland 

when the Civil Rights Movements were organizing.  However, in Northern Ireland 

these conditions led to the repression of the Catholic minority.  Because a candidate 

with views favorable to the minority Catholics could not win an election anywhere in 
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the country, leaders of the Catholic Civil Rights Movement were encouraged to 

pursue strategies outside the existing electoral system.  In the United States, where it 

was possible to elect candidates with views favorable to African-Americans, leaders 

of the American Civil Rights Movement were encouraged to use the existing electoral 

system to produce the changes they hoped for. 

 The political structure in Northern Ireland can be broken down into two and 

only two communities since the separation with the Republic of Ireland occurred in 

1921.  The two communities are known by the religion of the members: Protestants 

and Catholics.  The system that existed in Northern Ireland during the emergence of 

the civil rights movement in the 1950s, 60s and 70s was “castelike” (Harris 1972).  A 

single attribute, religion, immediately placed someone into one of these two 

communities.  Once placed in a community it was virtually impossible to escape.  

First off, it is not a simple matter to change one’s religion.  And secondly, in Northern 

Ireland, even if you changed your religion, you simply became an “ex-Catholic” 

(Rose 1976, 265). Once you were a member of the community, you were a member 

for life. 

In Northern Ireland, elections have always meant one thing for Catholic 

candidates, defeat.  This is because the group in the majority, the Protestants, has 

been a cohesive voting block in the six northern counties since the 1921 separation.  

By simply exercising their right to vote, Protestants maintained a monopoly on 

political power.  Protestantism was the only electable ideology.  Catholicism was not 

an electable ideology in Northern Ireland (Rose 1971, 462).  Possessing the majority 

allowed Protestants to govern Northern Ireland without any checks and balances.  The 
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structural arraignment that existed offered the party that won the majority of seats in 

parliament control of both the legislature and the executive.  Unlike the American 

South, Protestants did not to place any formal restrictions on Catholic voting rights.  

Due to gerrymandering and pure demographic characteristics there was no need to 

form a ruling coalition.  Catholics were not asked to give their consent to the 

government they existed under (Barritt 1962). 

 The selection system used by Protestants excluded Catholic candidates from 

the election process.  Protestant candidates had a built in majority; they were never 

required nor did they need to reach out to the Catholic minority to get elected.  In 

fact, Protestant candidates who did, such as Terence O’Neil, risked the support of the 

majority for reaching out to Catholics (Elliot 1998, 379).  They were either defeated 

in the election or did not find themselves a candidate the next time around. 

Factionalism had a short shelf life in Northern Ireland.  Out of necessity, 

Protestants responded to differences in opinion by coming together.  Their leaders 

recognized that if they did not, the Catholic minority voting in a bloc, might be 

elected to arbitrate between the two.  The result of all this systemic pressure on the 

Catholic minority was that Ulster Unionist Party8 held a majority of the seats in 

parliament from its creation in 1921 until the government was dissolved by Britain 

1972.  They won this majority in elections that were free and fair.  Ulster and the 

Protestants always won because of demographics; they made up sixty-five percent of 

the population (Rose 1971, 261). 

 Since Catholic candidates could not win election anywhere in Northern 

Ireland the leaders of the Civil Rights Movement were prevented from challenging 
                                                 
8 The Ulster Union Party is the dominant Protestant party in Northern Ireland politics. 
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the Protestants’ hold on power through elections.  They were at the electoral will of 

the majority with no way to work through the system to achieve change.  There was 

no electable ideology that was friendly to their cause.  Leaders of the Catholic Civil 

Rights movement in Northern Ireland looked at this situation and decided to confront 

the system itself.  They were unable to achieve change at the ballot box and thus 

pursued change through violence.  It was a way to confront the Protestant majority. 

There were significant differences between the nature of the political system 

in Northern Ireland and the one in the United States.  In Northern Ireland, the 

Protestant majority did not need support from Great Britain to rule.  The political 

structure allowed them able to manage their own internal affairs without support from 

Westminster.  Leaders of the African-American Civil Rights Movement in the United 

States recognized that they could not use elections to pursue change in the South.  It 

was simply a matter of demographics; there were more whites than blacks in the 

South (The Washington Research Project 1972, 13).  However, unlike in Northern 

Ireland, the Southern delegation did not hold sway over the entire electorate.  While it 

was impossible to elect candidates who were friendly to the cause of black Civil 

Rights in the South, it was possible and often occurred in other parts of the United 

States.  Advocacy for black Civil Rights was an electable ideology in places in the 

United States, mostly notably the North.  Local government leaders in the South 

needed the support of the national government to continue governing, be it through 

funding or other levers of persuasion.  Electing a desegregationist anywhere in the 

United States had a measurable effect on the lives of blacks in the South.  As Martin 
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Luther King Jr. said in 1957, “Give us the ballot and we will bring this nation to a 

new society based on justice and dedicated to peace (Hamilton 1973, 43).”   

Leaders of the African-American Civil Rights Movement recognized that 

influences from outside the South might be able to help them inside the South.  In the 

South blacks were the minority; the South, however was part of a larger political 

entity, the United States.  While they were historically ignored by national politicians 

in Washington, D.C. the “Great Migration” during World War II gave blacks an 

influential electoral voice in states outside the South.  The rest of the country did not 

have the same cohesive voting bloc that whites in the South did.  Because of this, by 

voting in a bloc, blacks could use their vote to change elections outside of the South.  

They had left the fields of the South for the factories of the North.  They came for 

better jobs and ended up with increased political rights. 

 John F. Kennedy was one of the first national politicians to appeal to leaders 

of the black civil rights movement for support.  In the 1960 presidential election, an 

astounding seventy-two percent of blacks voted Democratic. Accounting for seven 

percent of the total Democratic vote, blacks managed to push Kennedy to victory.  In 

an election in which the white vote was almost evenly spilt between Republicans and 

Democrats, the black vote decided who won (Alexrod 1974, 718).  As a result, when 

Kennedy entered office he was ready and willing to respond to the calls of those same 

Civil Rights leaders for expanded rights. 

These feelings on segregation and civil rights were not universal.  In the 

South, politicians lined up to publicly denounce the courts and the federal 

government.  Alabama Governor George Wallace even managed to mount a 
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somewhat successful presidential campaign based almost entirely on his opposition to 

desegregation.  Despite Wallace’s Southern appeal, tireless campaigning, and lifelong 

membership in the Democratic Party, who included Dixiecrats opposed to 

desegregation, Democrats did not make him their nominee for president.  Politicians 

who supported the positions of the black civil rights leaders, many who owed their 

jobs to them, no longer found it politically expedient to support segregationist 

candidates.  Running as an independent in the 1968 election, Governor Wallace 

managed to carry five southern states.  The truly interesting part for Civil Rights 

leaders was that Governor Wallace’s presidential campaign took place against the 

backdrop of the Voting Rights Acts of 1960 and 1965 which significantly expanded 

the rights of African-Americans in the United States.  The Voting Rights Acts had a 

significant effect on number of blacks registered to vote in South.  While this may 

have been an instance of the federal government using its position of supremacy to 

force policy on the states, the Acts had to be passed by elected officials from each 

state.  The time period from 1960-1971 saw an increase in the number of blacks 

registered to vote from 485,000 to 1,666,000.  More than half of blacks of voting age 

in the South were now registered voters (Government Printing Office 1971, Table 

701). 

 Some scholars have argued that the expansion of black voting rights was the 

result of Cold War morality on the part of the United States government (Skrentny 

1998, 242). While this may have contributed to eagerness of the federal government 

to embrace civil rights reform, the initial push came from other sources.  The Court 

declared segregation illegal before President Eisenhower made it federal policy.  
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Additionally, survey data from the 1940s and 1905s show that “white racial attitudes 

were moving in a clearly liberal direction… aided by the Courts (Schuman 2003, 

435),” and demonstrated by the electorate. Change had occurred through elections 

and further change could be achieved in the same manner.  

Comparing George Wallace’s campaign for governor of Alabama to 

Kennedy’s campaign for President, both of whom won, shows that in the United 

States numerous ideologies were electable.  Candidates advocating segregationist 

policies did not have a monopoly on political power.  Elected politicians represented 

all stripes of life.  There were Democrats, Republicans, segregationists, 

desegregations, conservatives, liberals, and centrists in Congress.  Black Civil Rights 

leaders recognized that they need not get politicians friendly to their cause elected in 

the South; they simply had to get them elected somewhere.  All it takes is one Senator 

or Representative to introduce a bill.  Because advocacy for black Civil Rights was an 

electable ideology in certain places within the United States the leaders of the black 

Civil Rights Movement were encouraged to work through the existing system.  Their 

efforts showed that elections in the U.S. could be positive agents of change for their 

movements. 

THE FEDERAL SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 

 Federalism is the division of the authority between national and local 

governments (Bickers 2001, 142).  It does not have an exact form.  There are 

symmetric and asymmetric relationships.  A symmetric relationship is one in which 

the different levels of governmental authority share equally in the condition and 

solution to problems in the political system.  In an asymmetric relationship the 
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different levels of government do not share responsibility equally (Tarlton 1965, 

861).  No matter if it is asymmetric or symmetric, all federal political systems share 

one common characteristic: political power is shared in some manner (Corwin 1950). 

 There are benefits for social movements that exist in political systems in 

which the national government is supreme.  In countries with federal structures, 

different view points have an opportunity for political expression within the system as 

a whole, at both local and national levels.  If the national government is supreme they 

can provide oversight and protection to citizens from discriminatory local rules and 

laws (Tarlton 1965, 872).  This system of organizing government encourages the 

leaders of social movements that develop to pursue strategies of assimilation.  Social 

movements can make appeals to local officials and if those fail, national officials 

have the power to override local officials and meet the needs of social movements.  

By working through the existing political structure, social movements in federal 

systems with a dominant national government can achieve their goals. 

 A federal system of government in which the national government is supreme 

is not the only model for organizing democratic society.  There are systems in which 

power is not shared between the national and local governments.  Several 

democracies have systems in which most power is consolidated in the hands of local 

government.  This is often the situation in cases where the composition of the 

population creates problems for effective governing at a national level.  If power is 

consolidated at the national level different groups from around the country would be 

in continuous conflict.  These type of systems create far fewer opportunities to 

influence policy.  If social movements are unable to appeal to the national elite to 
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help them achieve their goals, they are often left without recourse if denied by local 

officals..  Political systems in which the national government is not supreme 

encourage leaders to pursue a strategy of confrontation because they have no avenue 

of appeal for local decisions.  The best way to achieve their goals is not to work 

through the system, but to change the system itself. 

THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

 The United States has a federal system of government.  The power to make 

policy is shared between local, state and national governments.  The federal 

relationship in the United States is not a symmetric one however.  Engrained in the 

Constitution and affirmed by the Supreme Court, the national government has risen to 

become the predominant power nowadays.  In rulings throughout the years, the 

Supreme Court has continually increased the power of the nation government stating 

that they have the ultimate authority in protecting the civil rights enshrined in the 

Constitution and Bill of Rights.  It is this system of government, one in which the 

national government has a preponderance of power, in which the U.S. Civil Rights 

movement worked. 

 The changing nature of the federal system in the United States was extremely 

useful to the Civil Rights Movement.  Prior to the New Deal, federalism in the United 

States existed as “layer cake federalism (Bickers 2001, 142).”  There were clear 

divisions between the duties of the national government and the duties of state 

governments.    These duties were unique to each level of government and did not 

overlap.  The center of politics in American life at this time resided at the state level.  
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The most important policy debates were not occurring in Washington, but in state 

capitols.   

 The New Deal and President Roosevelt ushered in a new age of federalism, 

“picket-fence federalism (Bickers 2001, 147).”  In this model, policy was made at the 

national level but utilized state and local governments to implement the policies.  The 

policy making process was now top-down.  The national government in Washington 

D.C. ascended to power over state governments.  This change in the dynamics of 

federalism, to a system in the national government was the most powerful, was 

extremely helpful to the African-American Civil Rights movement.  The leaders of 

the movement were operating in a system where the national government could 

overrule the discriminatory policies of the state governments, and as such were 

encouraged to pursue a strategy of working through the system (and with the national 

government) to achieve their goals. 

 The 1950s and 60s were an interesting time for the leaders of the African-

American Civil Rights Movement.  They were seeing gains in equality on paper 

through Supreme Court rulings; however, in reality blacks were not seeing changes in 

their personal situation.  The Court had told them they had certain rights, to vote in 

democratic primaries or attend all-white schools, for example, but in truth they could 

not utilize those rights.  The Brown v. Board of Education ruling is a good example of 

this.  Many southern school districts, rather than abide by the Court’s ruling, 

“separate is inherently unequal,” simply shut down their school systems (Brookover 

1993, 163).  Some districts simply ignored the ruling, necessitating the Brown II 

decision (Russo 1994, 297).  Recognizing that solutions to their problems could not 
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be found at the state level, leaders of the movement appealed to the national 

government for application of the rights the Court confirmed that they had (Calloway-

Thomas 1996, 626). 

One area in which the national government was particularly active was school 

integration.  Little Rock, Arkansas became the test case for how far the national 

government was willing to go in addressing the civil rights demands of social 

movements.  Arkansas Governor Oval Fabus had responded to the Brown decision by 

saying, “It is evident to me that Arkansas is not ready for a complete and sudden 

mixing of the races in the public school” (Bates 1962, 48).  The NAACP leadership 

recognized the limitations of waiting for a Southern governor up for re-election to 

comply with the widely unpopular ruling.  In 1956, Wiley Barton, state chairman of 

the Legal Defense Committee of the NAACP, filed suit in federal court to force the 

school system in Little Rock to integrate.  The federal judge ordered that 

desegregation had to occur immediately and nine students were selected to attend 

Central High in Little Rock on the first day of school September 4, 1957.  Governor 

Fabus, relishing the opportunity to secure the conservative branch of the Democratic 

Party, called up the Arkansas National Guard to prevent the “Little Rock Nine” from 

entering the school.  The students once again tried to attend school on September 23 

and once again the National Guard, on Governor Fabus’s orders, prevented them from 

attending Central. 

 It was at this point the leaders of the Civil Rights movement in Arkansas 

utilized the national government’s supremacy to advance their case.  Daisy Bates, the 

chair of the state NAACP organization, sent President Eisenhower a personal 
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telegram stating that they were “standing steadfast with our community’s compliance 

with the law – both local and federal.”  The telegram ended with Ms. Bates appealing 

to President Eisenhower for all the support he could give and “to which our free 

American society is entitled” (Calloway-Thomas 1996, 626).  President Eisenhower 

recognized that the denial of rights guaranteed by the Constitution and affirmed by 

the courts was an affront not only to democracy, but to the supremacy of the national 

government also.  Writing back he said “the law cannot be flouted with impunity by 

any individual or mob of extremists” and that he would “use the full power of the 

U.S., whatever force may be necessary to prevent obstruction of the laws and to carry 

out the orders of the federal court” (Calloway-Thomas 1996, 627).  To that end he 

nationalized the Arkansas National Guard and ordered them to stand down.  He then 

deployed elements of the 101st Airborne Division to protect the students.  Civil Rights 

leaders had used the national government to achieve their goal. 

This appeal to national officials was only possible because of the dominant 

position of the national government in the United States.  Leaders of the Civil Rights 

Movement recognized that using the existing political system was an effective way of 

achieving redress for their demands.  It was a highly successful strategy that they 

utilized early and often.  In 1960, President Eisenhower, at the request of the NAACP 

leadership, once again utilized national resources, this time US Marshals, to integrate 

the University of Mississippi.  Civil Rights leaders had found that the federal 

structure in which the national government was supreme encouraged them to work 

through the existing system.  
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 The nature of the political system in Northern Ireland was completely 

different.  The national government of the United Kingdom had almost no power over 

the local Northern Ireland government.  Since no means existed for the leaders of the 

Catholic Civil Rights movement to appeal to the national government under the 

current system, they were encouraged to pursue strategies that destroyed the system 

to meet their goals. 

An interesting relationship existed between Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

since the split with the Republic of Ireland in 1921.  When it existed from 1921 to 

1972 the Northern Ireland Parliament in Stormont had complete governing authority.  

A bicameral parliament existed in which the fifty-two seat House of Commons was 

elected by a straight vote in the Protestant gerrymandered districts.  A twenty-six seat 

Senate existed as the upper-house, of which twenty-four were selected by a PR 

system by the House of Commons, which was entirely Protestant.9  The Senate could 

not propose legislation, simply possessing delaying power similar to the House of 

Lords at Westminster.  However, since the Senate was selected by the completely 

Protestant House of Commons they were merely a rubberstamp for policy. The 

British policy at this time was mostly one of disinterest.  The Home Secretary 

appointed by the Prime Minster for the United Kingdom who was responsible for 

managing the day to day affairs of Northern Ireland, was also responsible for 

licensing London taxi cabs.  The Parliament in Westminster only had responsibility 

over foreign trade, national defense, customs and excise, and major taxes with regard 

to Northern Ireland (see figure 4). Every other policy area was the purview of the 

                                                 
9 While the Ulster Party never lost an election in Northern Ireland it was not the only Protestant party 
that existed in Parliament.  Up until its dissolution in 1972, no Catholic ever held a seat in either house 
in Parliament. 
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Northern Ireland Parliament in Stormont.  It was not possibly for any member of 

Westminster to raise a question which was within the purview of the Prime Minister 

of Northern Ireland (Elliot 2002, 663). London did possess the power to dissolve the 

Northern Ireland Parliament.  They had no official influence over local policies, the 

selection of cabinet ministers, or even security plans (see figure 4).  During this time, 

since the Ulster party never lost an election and therefore did not have to worry about 

defections, the Prime Minister of Northern Ireland, as selected by Parliament in 

Stormont had almost most absolute control over the affairs of Northern Ireland.  (Fisk 

1975). 

 
Figure 4 

 
 Every attempt by Catholic leaders to appeal to Westminster was defeated by 

“convention,” which prevented discussion of any issues that were under the purview 
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of the Northern Ireland Parliament (Hennessey 2001, 6).  It required a real 

parliamentary genius to be able to get discussion regarding Northern Ireland in 

Westminster.  It was not until the 1972 riots that London even placed the “nuclear 

option” on the table.  After dissolving the Northern Ireland Parliament, London 

appointed a Secretary of State for Northern Ireland who had complete control over 

both the political system and the security apparatus (Rose 1976, 279).  This unique 

arraignment created a political system in which very few people had the authority to 

change or direct policy.  From 1921 until 1972 when Parliament was suspended, the 

Prime Minister had a monopoly on political power; the national government of the 

United Kingdom could not make policy for Northern Ireland.  Leaders of the Catholic 

Civil Rights Movement did not have many avenues to appeal to (Rose 1976, 278).  

The system had consolidated all power in the hands of the executive, the Prime 

Minister of Northern Ireland.  Unlike the United States there was no national 

government to appeal to.  It was not a vast bureaucracy that had jurisdiction over 

public housing, employment rules, civil rights commissions; it was the Prime 

Minister (Nelson 1984). The local MPs and councils had minimal power, the Prime 

Minister was it.  The political arraignment had a created a situation in which there 

was no option to appeal to the national government for Catholic leaders. 

 In 1969, embarrassed by demonstrations, which tended to focus on Britain’s 

membership in the European Court of Human Rights and their denial of civil rights to 

some of their citizens, the British government used their bully pulpit to push the 

Northern Ireland government grudgingly towards change.  Because they could not 

force the Northern Ireland Parliament to adopt the policies they wanted, all they 
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succeeded in doing was pushing Protestant leaders currently in power far enough 

ahead of their constituents to lose that power.  The changes were not enough to satisfy 

leaders of the Catholic civil rights movement who responded by calling for more 

protests (Callaghan 1973).  The political response from Protestants in Northern 

Ireland to this call for change was to practice a policy of neutralization.  

Neutralization was the process of removing power from local elected representatives.  

Used first in Derry to suspend the powers of the City Council, the technique was 

applied throughout the rest of the territory (Rose 1976, 279).  The policy effectively 

served to consolidate what little political power remained in the hands of the Prime 

Minister.  Since the national government of the United Kingdom could not impose 

policy on Northern Ireland the lasting result of their call for reform was that by the 

end of 1969, the British Army was now providing security in Northern Ireland, not 

local police (Hadden 1996, 270). 

 The Prime Minister of Northern Ireland proved unwilling to provide the 

changes leaders of the Catholic Civil Rights movement called for.  Because of 

systemic constraints the national government of the United Kingdom was unable to 

make the changes.  The political system in Northern Ireland, in which the national 

government could not implement policy with regard to internal governance, proved 

unable to accommodate the Catholic Civil Rights Movement.  Out of options under 

the current system, the leaders had to change the system itself.  The Special Army 

Convention of 1969 saw the formation of the Provisional Irish Republican Authority 

whose stated goal was the destruction of the current Northern Ireland government. 
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CONCLUSION 

 The leaders of social movements are influenced by many factors.  Everything 

from their size to their funding influences the strategies that they pick.  The nature of 

the political system in which social movements operate is extremely important to the 

leaders who decide on strategy.  Systems that have an independent judiciary, 

numerous electable ideologies, and a federal system encourage leaders to pick a 

strategy of assimilation.  These characteristics make working through the existing 

political system the most effective way of achieving the change that social 

movements advocate for.  Political systems that do not have these characteristics 

encourage leaders of social movements to pick a strategy of confrontation.  The 

nature of the political system precludes any challenges from within.  The most 

effective way to achieve the change that social movements advocate for is to destroy 

the current system. 

 This conclusion is true in the case of the Civil Rights Movement in the United 

States.  The goals of the movement were realized by working through the existing 

system.  Leaders appealed to an independent judiciary with the power of judicial 

review for protection of their constitutionally guaranteed rights.  The court, in a series 

of cases from 1944 on, acted as instigator of social change with regards to the civil 

rights of African-Americans in the United States.  After securing their rights from the 

court, leaders appealed to a dominant national government to protect those rights.  A 

system in which the national government was supreme helped social movements, 

most notably with regard to the Little Rock Nine and the protection of black voters in 

the South.  The passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1965, against the backdrop of 
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continued segregation and discrimination, proved that the leaders of the Civil Rights 

Movement could elect officials friendly to their cause.  The system that the Civil 

Rights Movement in the United States operated in, one with an independent judiciary 

which possessed the power of judicial review, numerous electable ideologies of 

which black civil rights were one, and a federal system in which the national 

government was supreme, made the most effective strategy for leaders to pursue one 

of assimilation. 

Additionally, because there were numerous opportunities to work through the 

existing political system, leaders whose groups operated outside the system faced the 

possibility of a crackdown.  The government, with the support of the general public, 

takes a dim view of groups that try and destroy the political system in the United 

States.  The arrests of such militant revolutionary groups as White Supremacists, 

Black Nationalists, Islamic Fascists and anarchists show this.  In the United States if 

the leaders of Civil Rights Movement were to remain in power they had no choice but 

to work through to system to achieve change. 

 The political system that existed in Northern Ireland was a different story.  

The judicial branch did not have the power to review discriminatory policies of the 

other branches.  Only Protestant candidates could get elected to Parliament; 

Catholicism was not an electable ideology.  All political power resided with the Prime 

Minister of Northern Ireland and not the national government of the United Kingdom.  

There was no possibility that the leaders of the Catholic Civil Rights Movement in 

Northern Ireland could work within the system to achieve change.  The existing 

system had to be destroyed to meet their needs. 
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 This conclusion may seem rather straight forward, the more open a system the 

more likely aggrieved groups are to work through the system to seek redress.  

However, the reason this study should matter to political scientists, is that the certain 

characteristics influence the strategy chosen by leaders of social movements.  These 

are not the same as the characteristics of a liberal democracy.  Additional structures, 

in this case the court must have the power of judicial review, minority groups must be 

electable somewhere in the system, and the national government must have the 

authority to overturn discriminatory state policy, need to also be present.  Some have 

argued that in liberal democracies “aggrieved minorities enjoy full protection and 

rights of participation in the liberal state (Wilkinson 1986, 39).”  As the Northern 

Ireland case showed, that is not always the reality.  Just having a liberal democratic 

system does not ensure that groups with grievances will work within the system to 

achieve change. 

 The reason that the “political opportunity structure” model is more successful 

in predicting behavior than other models of social movements, has to do with the 

inclusion of the nature of the political system.  “Resource mobilization theory” 

promotes an “overly utilitarian view of why people participate in collective action 

(Schrager 1985, 858).”  Resources (political, material and economic) determine the 

strategy chosen by leaders.  However, as my case study shows, the nature of the 

political system those resources exist in matter tremendously.  I am not sure that 

resource mobilization theory has the tools necessary to distinguish between the 

different versions of democracy present in Northern Ireland and the United States.  

These differences proved important to the strategies chosen by leaders. 
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This conclusion leads to some interesting ideas about government.  For the 

long-term stability of the state, it should be more open and present opportunities for 

those with grievances against the state to work through the system.  If you have an 

independent judiciary, a federal system and numerous electable ideologies, this is 

more likely to happen.  If this type of system is present and groups do not work 

through the system to address their grievances, a repression and crackdown of these 

groups might be viewed as legitimate by the general citizenry. 

 In contrast, in states with a closed political system, the government must have 

total control or the state will eventually fail.  When groups have no option to work 

through the system, they will take up arms against the system.  The continued 

existence of slavery in the world shows that this strategy of taking up arms requires 

the correct situation and the correct incentives for leaders to exist, including the 

possibility that violence can work.  The government needs to be able to control the 

growth of movements who advocate the destruction of the state.  This should be 

accomplished without inciting public backlash.  Public support for groups that want 

to destroy the government can be a death sentence for the state. 

 The most successful states will have a political system that contains aspects of 

both types of system.  It will have entrenched mechanisms to incorporate groups with 

grievances into the system.  Competitive elections are an essential part of liberalized 

polyarchies.  The general public will not tolerate violence against the system.  The 

courts will protect minorities.  Political power will be spread out amongst many 

different levels and many different individuals.  The system will have mechanisms to 

make sure that governance can take place, ensuring that no one faction can hijack the 
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political process.  The most important message from this study is that governments, if 

they are to survive, must provide opportunities for individuals and groups with 

problems to work through the system to solve those problems. Those opportunities 

are not necessarily present just because a democratic system exists. 

FURTHER AREAS OF STUDY 

 This study examined how the nature of the political system influences the 

strategies chosen by social movements in a qualitative manner.  By necessity this was 

limited to examining two countries.  There is the possibility of using the Freedom 

House Index to conduct a quantitative study of the issue.  This would allow 

researchers to include variables that have not been included this study and see if 

perhaps characteristics other than an independent judiciary, a federal system and 

numerous electable ideologies influence leadership strategy significantly.  The issue 

regarding the system of government in the United States is whether the system 

existed when the Civil Rights Movement was created was the result of conditions that 

existed in the Constitution or was due to changes made to the system by earlier social 

movements.  A study of the populist/agrarian movement in the late 1800s and early 

1900s in the United States would allow researchers to see if the political system was 

as encouraging to social movements then as it now.  A study of the Civil Rights 

Movement in South Africa with the one in the United States would allow the 

comparison of two movements based on racial cleavages that pursued non-violent 

strategies.    And finally, a study of the Maori civil rights movement in New Zealand 

and the “Free Quebec” movement in Canada using the criteria from above will extend 
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the study to other democratic systems.  Both of those movements remained non-

violent, why? 
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